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What's new about social innovation in the
Alpine region?

EDITORIAL
Dear all,
We are pleased to share with you a new edition of the ASIS newsletter, to conclude this 2021 year, very
rich in news and initiatives.
All the ASIS members have continued to strive to disseminate the work carried out in recent years,
intending to raise awareness about the need to integrate the social dimension within innovation,
especially in public policies.
We, at ASIS, wish to instill a desire for change and action, to lead economic, political and social actors
towards transformation. This is why we want to launch a new stage, a phase of test and
experimentation, to implement concretely the recommendations developed during the ASIS project.
If you are a public authority interested in social innovation approaches, we invite you to contact us
to discuss how you can participate in this pilot action phase.
Meanwhile, we wish you a pleasant reading and happy holidays!
The ASIS team

Visit our social innovation platform

WHAT'S NEXT?

Time to initiate an experimental stage!

Our ambition is to impulse a new vision of innovation policies
thanks to the criteria of Social Innovation and to contribute to
address our social and environmental challenges by improving
public policies.
You want to be an actor of this change and experiment new
approaches?
Read Christine André's article and contact us!

Christine André is the ASIS project coordinator at Oxalis scop, a
cooperative of entrepreneurs that experiment new ways to work and
to cooperate.

Read more!

ILLUSTRATION OF A NEW PUBLIC POLICY DEVELOPED
DURING THE ASIS PROJECT BY A FRENCH SUB-
REGIONAL INSTITUTION

Changing and innovating in internal practices and
supporting the social innovation ecosystem

The Department of Isère, French sub-region public institution, has already initiated a reflection on
changes in practices to better include beneficiaries and respond to their needs, to implement various
innovative projects in the field of social affairs, insertion, digital inclusion, environment and sustainable
development...

To learn more about the implementation of a local and internal Social Innovation strategy at the
Département de l'Isère, have a look at the dedicated section of our White Book (p104-106).

Consult our White Book!

THE POLICY LEARNING PLATFORM

A space for the policy making community in Europe
Created by the Interreg Europe program, the Policy Learning Platform is a place for continuous
learning dedicated to policymakers, offering a series of services enabling to get support and expertise,
to share knowledge, to be part of a community and to access good practices database.
So if you work on regional development policies, if you want to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of your programs, if you are interested in knowing what others do to solve similar challenges around
Europe, visit the platform and register.
Join the Policy Learning Platform

EVENT

Ashoka ChangeMaker
Summit 2021
The Ashoka Changemaker Summit was hosted
in Turin on December 2nd, being the climax of a
series of a three-month on-line events,
promoting the local ecosystem in order to
make it more open and conducive to social
entrepreneurship.
The ACMS connected the most influential
network of social innovators, disseminating
inspirational examples and collaborating to
develop strategies that foster social change.
Learn more

GOOD PRACTICE HIGHLIGHT

Pin Bike: a certified and gamification tool for smart cities
Today, we would like to highlight a great project that emerged in Italy: Pin Bike.
Pin Bike is a bicycle traffic certification patented system that allows a municipality, a company or a
school to provide economic incentives to people who use their bicycles. It positively involves public
administrations, businesses and citizens in a virtuous economic circle and is a good illustration of a
close collaboration between all actors, aiming to speed up the transition to a cleaner and more eco-
sustainable mobility.
Learn more

SHORT NEWS

What is #socialinterreg?
Have you heard about the #socialinterreg website?
Social innovation is at the heart of European territorial cooperation,
and this website is a gateway to have a look at around thirty
Interreg projects related to social innovation.
Let’s follow #socialinterreg!
More info : www.socialinterreg.eu
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